Getting Kids to Enjoy Healthy Foods
By Leo Fischer
Having a hard time getting your child to eat healthy? Because we naturally prefer sweet, salty and fatty
tasting foods, it might appear to be hard to get kids to like and eat vegetables, when your competing
with typical junk and processed foods, but that is a false assumption. Try and read the tips below to get
a better understanding of what you can do to get your kid(s) to eat more healthy foods!
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Include fatty, salty and sweet flavors in vegetable dishes. Make stir-fry vegetables and add
vegetables you want your kids to learn to like. Even the smallest amount of oil and salt goes a
long way! For a sweet vegetable flavor, using vegetables that are already sweet like sweet
potatoes, beets, carrots and natural sweeteners like stevia and certain vinegars like balsamic as
a healthier substitute than sugar, honey and agave.1
Try not to tell your child to “Finish your soup (or anything else), please”. That will result in them
eating less of whatever you tell them to eat. It also gives them a negative preference for that
food in the future so they will be less likely to like it later. This strategy might be useful if a
relative makes a delicious and unhealthy dish that you do not want your child to crave in the
future, give the kid more than they need and require them to finish it. 2
As a parent you might say, “but if I do not tell my child to finish eating something he will never
eat and starve”, and that would be an incorrect assumption. Human bodies are incredibly
adapted to make sure we get exactly the nutrients we need to grow. We will intuitively select
the foods our body needs based on the nutrients we need and how much. In studies where kids
and babies were followed for almost 5 years and only allow them to choose their food every
meal from a selection of foods, the kids chose a mostly balanced meal and grew well. 3
Kids have an increased preference for food that is given as a reward or food that is accompanied
by increased attention from adults when eaten. Whenever your kid eats something that is
healthy, wholefood or fruit or vegetables, give encouragement. Because of this reason, never
reward a kid with junk, processed food or candy as a bargaining chip to get them to eat their
vegetables. This will only reinforce the child’s preference for unhealthy food. Instead reward
good behavior with and have desert be a delicious fruit favorite like mango or banana pudding
made with chia seeds. Be aware, this reward effect does not mean rewarding your child with
video game, or playing outside for eating his vegetables is a good idea. In fact, that would have
the opposite effect. If you tell your kid he must eat his broccoli before he can go play outside,
ride his bike or play a video game, he will see the vegetables as punishment or a chore before
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the pleasure. Which would decrease the preference for that food in the future. However healthy
snacks for good behavior does increase preference for that food. 4 5
Try not to have the food you don’t want your kids to eat in your home. Get rid of the processed
and sugar laden food in your home. Only have the stuff you want your kids to be eating for their
health, whole foods! If other food that consumption of should be minimized is not around, you
can at least be assured they won’t be eating the minimized food at home. Unfortunately, as
parents that means we shouldn’t be a hypocrite, we must follow or own rules and set a good
example.
If you convince yourself, you can’t stop eating an unhealthy processed food and continue eating
it at home and, yet you also want your child to not eat that same unhealthy food. This strategy is
a huge mistake, it is almost impossible for it to work that way with a good outcome. You will just
make the problem a lot worse! Studies have shown that children will only learn to crave those
foods more and later try harder to get those same foods they know exists at home or at a
friend’s house. 6
Help your child be a neophilic and not a neophobic type person. People who like trying new
experiences have a better chance being open to trying new things and foods like vegetables.
Make it fun for your kid to try new things and broadening their horizons by turning it into an
adventure. Traveling is a great way! People who end up being neophobic do not like trying new
foods and when they do try new foods they convince themselves it tasted bad anyways and they
end up rating all new foods low. 7
Even if your child does not appear to like eating certain healthy foods now. Research has shown
that simply exposing your child to that food over and over will increase their preference for that
food eventually. Don’t force it on them obviously; make each exposure fun and different. 8
Kids learn to dislike food eaten right before feeling illness or pain. Kids learn to like food when
they have positive affects after eating it, like feeling healed or getting healthier. So, If you know
your child is about take a pill that will make them vomit or have diarrhea or have some kind of
bad side effect, make sure you give them candy or processed food you do not want them to eat
in the future before they feel the negative effects of a treatment. That could include shots,
surgery, or maybe even a painful study session! This effect known as the medicine effect also
works the opposite way. Therefore, if your kid is just getting out of a bad illness, it might be
advantageous to start giving them healthy vegetable and fruit dishes so they correlate the
healthy food to acute healthier feelings. Now this does not mean it is ok to only feed your child
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candy while they are sick, use this strategy only in modest common-sense amounts. Maybe
offering moderate unhealthy foods like pizza when they are sick may be a good strategy haha
Try not to make a facial expression of disgust or dislike when eating a food. If you want someone
else to like that food. If you do, it can decrease a child’s or a peer’s preference for that food. 9
Try not to let your kids watch television. Both the program and the advertisements for poor
nutrition foods, like soda, candy and cereal, on tv that target children do in fact increase the kids
likely-hood they will like, want, ask for, and eat those foods. 10 Instead have media
entertainment come from sources that do not have advertising, limited advertising and no in
program food cues. Good entertainment alternatives include video games and streaming
sources like Netflix, Amazon Prime and Hulu.
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